This season, give the latest in fun-packed technology

Shop Dell University for savings on laptops, desktops, and electronics that’ll put a smile on everyone’s face.

Holiday gift ideas

**Touch Screen All-in-One**

- Students save more on the Dell Inspiron™ 2320
- Sleek Design with optional touch screen features
- Built-in HD webcam and JBL speakers
- VESA wall mountable (sold separately)

**Thin and Powerful**

- XPS 14z—Students get the best price* on Dell’s newest thin and powerful laptop.
- At .09 inches thin, the new XPS 14z is the world’s thinnest, fully featured laptop with a built-in DVD player.

**Everyday Computing**

- Inspiron™ 15—$249*
- Dell U Exclusive Offer
- If you’re looking for an affordable laptop that offers reliability and performance, this machine checks all your boxes

**NEW—Discounts on Popular Electronics**

Your student discount now includes popular electronics! Save up to 10% off select electronics when you shop Dell University*

**Student Exclusive Coupon**

Get an additional $100 off Select systems $999 or more with coupon* before taxes & fees
Expires 12/31/2011
Use coupon* code: TXFQXKVSNK1XFM
Coupons are not valid on Dell Advantage Computer Bundles.

---

**Advantage Care:**

- Get 1 year worry-free Advantage Care on select purchases inside the Dell Advantage Store. Look for the Dell Advantage icon while you’re shopping.

Benefits include:

- 1-year In-Home Service After Remote Diagnosis*
- Accidental Damage Service*
- Premium Phone Support & Premium Software Support (with exception of Alienware PCs)
- 15-month McAfee Software subscription
- *Total savings includes value of services package plus, get a promotional eGift Card worth 5% of your purchase* that’s redeemable for future purchases at Dell.com (*Excludes taxes and shipping.)

**BEST PRICE FOR MEMBERS:**

- Dell cannot be responsible for pricing or other errors, and reserves the right to cancel orders arising from such errors.
- Offers subject to change, not combinable with other offers, taxes, shipping, handling and other fees apply. Valid for U.S. Dell Member Purchase Program new purchases only. Availability of electronics and accessories varies and quantities may be limited.

**BEST PRICE GUARANTEE:** does not apply to retail or reseller offers, Dell Outlet, affiliate websites, coupons, auctions or quotes from Dell sales representatives. You must present a valid E-value code or saved cart image with lower price to Dell U Sales Specialist on day of purchase prior to your transaction. COUPON: $100 Off systems $999 or above in addition to your standard employee discount (before tax, shipping and handling). Offer valid 11/29/11 10am CT - 12/31/11 11:59pm CT. Specifications, availability and terms may change without notice. Taxes, fees, shipping, handling and any applicable restocking charges are extra and vary. Coupon can be stacked with site discount but cannot be stacked with other offers/coupons or promotions. (VESA promotion, Military Appreciation, Dell Advantage). Only applicable on Inspiron and XPS line of systems. Dell cannot be responsible for pricing or other errors, and reserves the right to cancel orders arising from such errors.

**MEMORY:** A 64-bit operating system is required to support 4GB or more of system memory.

**HARD DRIVES:**

GB means 1 billion bytes and TB means 1 trillion bytes; actual capacity varies with preloaded material and operating environment and will be less.

**IN-HOME SERVICE AFTER REMOTE DIAGNOSIS:** Remote Diagnosis is determination by online/phone technician of cause of issue; may involve customer access to inside of system and multiple or extended sessions.

**ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE SERVICE:** service excludes theft, loss, or damage due to fire, flood or other acts of nature, or intentional damage. Customer may be required to return unit to Dell. For complete details, visit dell.com/servicecontracts. (A Gift Card is valid for 90 days, until the expiration date stated on the face of the card.atif.com/giftcard/promoterms.10% Off Select Electronics offer does not apply to certain products including: Printers and Ink, Software, Gaming and Batteries and Power

---

**More You at www.dell.com/stonybrook or 1-800-695-8133**
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